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which range from &#147; Drawn from scientific protocols found in 10,000 procedures and 400 nurseadvice contact centers throughout the USA and Canada in the last 15 years, the instruction targets
ailments typical to kids of all age range, from birth through the teenage years. The reference can be
structured by affected body area such as for example head, chest, or tummy, offering parents with the
various tools to calmly and competently analyze the situation. The concise, bullet point copy helps readers
quickly area in on the appropriate action&#151;Offering fast answers to concerns about 50 common
ailments and symptoms, this handbook provides clear help with when it might be acceptable to treat
symptoms at home so when emergency care is required.Call 911 Now” and &#147;&#151;Parent Care at
Home” to &#147;Call Your Doctor Within 24 Hours”and lays out an in depth framework for all those
administering home care.
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A must for ALL parents I was given this book as a gift from my husbands uncle who is a pediatrician.
We've an 18month old and also have used this reserve many times already. I simply purchased it for my
brother who has recently become a father. Ideal for the first-time mother or father or grandparent.. The
reserve lays out when to contact 911, when to contact the doctor immediately, when to contact within 24
hours, and when to take care of at home.when occasionally there is no cause to bring them in at all. This
book helps you decide when to be concerned and gives recommendations for house treatment of
common minimal illness/injury. Nowadays when you call the pediatrician they say bring them right in just
to cover their backs. As a long-period medical professional, Barton Schmidt has been my go-to for
telephone advice. Five Stars Gave it as something special to a new mom. All three of my references are
always the same. The to become parents loved the format of the book. I wish it had come out sooner! I
would recommend this to all my patients! The to be parents liked the format of the book Gave seeing that
a baby gift. I've used it twelve occasions as a reference and my kid is 5 months aged. Being a new mom, I
have a tendency to ask my mother, the doctor, and look in this book anytime I have a issue about my
child's health. Great parenting resource This is soooo ideal for those times in the middle of the night to
research symptoms your baby is experiencing to see if it is worthy of calling the doctor and also offers
how to proceed.. It is compiled by Barton Schmitt, who also wrote the reserve on pediatric protocols
(alongside American Academy of Pediatrics). This book will become a staple as a baby shower gift
because its therefore valuable - particularly to new mothers like me. excellent advice for parents superb
advice for parents, Dr Schmitt is normally a pioneer for pediatric triage, recommend this for parents, I
ordered 1 and 2 more for first time parents A Must-Own Reserve for Parents This is an excellent manual
for helping parents figure out when they need to demand help. I strongly suggest this publication for all
parents. I give this little gem to brand-new parents, as a baby shower gift, along with some commonly
used infant care products, to be used needless to say on the advice of the baby's doctor. Will need to have
for parents! I acquired this book because I am a medical company and wanted something quick to check
out when We am on-call and parent calls with worries. Easy read/ reference Staple for home with children
This book is completely wonderful for every household with children. This reserve was something special
from my pediatric RN nurse mother and it has come in handy multiple occasions. This is a great reference
for any parent and I'd definitely recommend. Four Stars Excellent book
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